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Aspen doesn't know how to behave in front
of the shifter dragon king.... And the
consequences are deadly. But, Aspen, never
one to fear much of anything, tells him to
get lost. If she knew who he was, she
might act differently. But to her, Sid is
just a reminder of a past she'd rather
forget. Sid won't leave Aspen alone,
because she's the one girl that might be
able to help save him and the rest of the
dragons. He hadn't planned on falling
love... The complete 5 book series
included in this box set!
An introduction to the science of
neuroplasticity recounts the case stories
of patients with mental limitations or
brain damage whose seemingly unalterable
conditions were improved through
treatments that involved the thought realteration of brain structure.
For Lieutenant Alexis Carew, it should be
the perfect assignment -- a command of her
own and a chance to return to her home
star system. What she finds is a surly
crew, the dregs of every frigate and ship
of the line to pass through on the way to
the war's front, a first officer who
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thinks the command should have been his,
and colonial worlds where they believe a
girl's place is somewhere very different
than command of a Queen's starship. Add to
that the mysterious disappearances of
ships vital to the war effort and an old
enemy who seems intent on convincing her
he's changed. Then there's the mongoose
with an unnatural affinity for her boots.
In O My America!, the travel writer and
biographer Sara Wheeler embarks on a
journey across the United States, guided
by the adventures of six women who
reinvented themselves as they chased the
frontier west. Wheeler's career has
propelled her from pole to pole—camping in
Arctic igloos, tracking Indian elephants,
contemplating East African swamps so hot
that toads explode—but as she stared down
the uncharted territory of middle age, she
found herself in need of a guide. "Fifty
is a tough age," she writes. "Role models
are scarce for women contemplating a
second act." Scarce, that is, until she
stumbled upon Fanny Trollope. In 1827,
Fanny, mother of Anthony, swapped England
for Ohio with hopes of bolstering the
family finances. There, failure and
disappointment hounded the immigrant for
three years before she returned home to
write one of the most sensational travel
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accounts of the nineteenth century.
Domestic Manners of the Americans made an
instant splash on both sides of the
Atlantic, where readers both relished and
reviled Trollope's caustic take on the
newly independent country. Her legacy
became the stuff of legend: "Trollopize"
emerged as a verb meaning "to abuse the
American nation"; Mark Twain judged her
the best foreign commentator on his
country; the last king of France threw a
ball in her honor. Fanny Trollope was
forty-nine when she set out for America,
and Wheeler, approaching fifty herself,
was smitten. Fanny was living proof of
life after fertility, and she led Wheeler
to other trailblazers: the actress and
abolitionist Fanny Kemble, the radical
sociologist Harriet Martineau, the
homesteader Rebecca Burlend, the traveler
Isabella Bird, and the novelist Catherine
Hubback—women born within half a century
of one another who all reinvented
themselves in a transforming America, the
land of new beginnings. In O My America!,
Wheeler tracks her subjects from the
Mississippi to the cinder cones of the
Mayacamas at the tail end of the Cascades,
armed with two sets of maps for each
adventure: one current and one the women
before her would have used. Bright,
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spirited, and tremendous tantrum-throwers,
these ladies proved to be the best travel
companion Wheeler could have asked for. "I
had more fun writing this book than all my
previous books put together," she
writes—and it shows. Ambitious and full of
life, O My America! is not only a great
writer's reckoning with a young country,
but also an exuberant tribute to fresh
starts, second acts, and six unstoppable
women.
Katie Kincaid Candidate
Six Women and Their Second Acts in a New
World
A Novel of Time Travel
Jaynes Intelligence Review #1: The Royal
Manticoran Navy
A Supernatural Mystery
Alexis Carew #3
Stories of Personal Triumph from the
Frontiers of Brain Science
FIRST NEW HONOR HARRINGTON NOVEL IN FIVE
YEARS! New York Times, USA Today, Wall Street
Journal and international best-selling phenomenon David
Weber delivers book #19 in the multiple New York Times
best-selling Honor Harrington series, the first new Honor
Harrington novel since 2013's Shadow of Freedom.
HONOR'S FINISHING WHAT SHE STARTED The
Solarian League's navy counts its superdreadnoughts by
the thousands. Not even its own government knows how
enormous its economy truly is. And for hundreds of
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years, the League has borne the banner of human
civilization, been the ideal to which humanity aspires in
its diaspora across the galaxy. But the bureaucrats
known as the "Mandarins," who rule today's League, are
not the men and women who founded it so long ago.
They are corrupt, venal, accountable to no one . . . and
they've decided the upstart Star Kingdom of Manticore
must be destroyed. Honor Harrington has worn the Star
Kingdom's uniform for half a century and served her
monarch and her people well. In the course of those
years, the woman the newsies call the Salamander has
grown from a tactically brilliant but politically na ve junior
officer to supreme fleet command and a seat on the
highest military and political councils of the Grand
Alliance. Very few people know war the way Honor
Harrington does. Very few have lost as many men and
women, as many friends, as much family, as she has.
Yet despite that, hers has been a voice of caution. She
knows the Mandarins and the Solarian League Navy are
growing increasingly desperate as the truth of their
technological inferiority sinks home, but she also knows
the sheer size of the League. And she knows how its
citizens will react if the Grand Alliance takes the war to
the League, attacks its star systems, destroys its
infrastructure . . . kills its civilians. Today's victory,
bought on those terms, can only guarantee a future war
of revenge against a resurgent Solarian League and its
navy. Honor knows the Grand Alliance must find a
victory that doesn't require incursions deep into Solarian
space, doesn't leave a legacy of bottomless hatred, and
the strategy she supports has been working. The League
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is sliding towards inglorious defeat as it steadily loses
ground in the Protectorates and the Verge. As its central
government teeters towards bankruptcy and even some
of its core systems opt to secede in the face of the
Mandarins' corruption. As the Solarian Navy finally
realizes it cannot face an Alliance battle fleet and win.
But the Mandarins have embraced a desperate new
strategy, and in pursuit of that strategy, the SLN has
committed atrocities such as the galaxy has not known in
a thousand years. The League have violated its own
Eridani Edict against mass civilian casualties, violated
the Deneb Accords prohibition on war crimes. And they
have finally killed too many of the people Honor
Harrington loves. Hers is the voice of caution and
compromise no longer, and the galaxy is about to see
something it has never imagined. The Salamander is
coming for the Solarian League, and Hell is coming in
her wake. At the publisher's request, this title is sold
without DRM (Digital Rights Management). About
Uncompromising Honor: “⋯a balanced mix of interstellar
intrigue, counterespionage, and epic fleet action⋯with all
the hard- and software details and tactical proficiency
that Weber delivers like no one else; along with a large
cast of well-developed, believable characters, giving
each clash of fleets emotional weight.”—Booklist “. . .
moves. . . as inexorably as the Star Kingdom’s Grand
Fleet, commanded by series protagonist Honor
Harrington. . . . Weber is the Tom Clancy of science
fiction. . . . His fans will relish this latest installment. . .
.”—Publishers Weekly About Shadow of Freedom, #18 in
the Honor Harrington series: “This entry is just as
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exciting as Weber’s initial offering. . . .The result is a fastpaced and action-packed story that follows [our
characters] as they move from reaction to command of
the situation. Weber builds Shadow of Freedom to an
exciting and unexpected climax.”—Daily News of
Galveston About Mission of Honor, #13 in the Honor
Harrington series: “Weber combines realistic, engaging
characters with intelligent technological projection and a
deep understanding of military bureaucracy in this longawaited Honor Harrington novel⋯Fans of this venerable
space opera will rejoice to see Honor back in
action.”–Publishers Weekly “This latest Honor Harrington
novel brings the saga to another crucial turning
point⋯Readers may feel confident that they will be
Honored many more times and enjoy it every
time.”–Booklist About David Weber and the Honor
Harrington series: “. . .everything you could want in a
heroine ⋯. Excellent ⋯ plenty of action.”–Science
Fiction Age “Brilliant! Brilliant! Brilliant!”–Anne McCaffrey
“Compelling combat combined with engaging characters
for a great space opera adventure.”–Locus “Weber
combines realistic, engaging characters with intelligent
technological projection . . . Fans of this venerable space
opera will rejoice . . .”–Publishers Weekly Honor
Harrington Main Series: On Basilisk Station The Honor of
the Queen The Short Victorious War Field of Dishonor
Flag in Exile Honor Among Enemies In Enemy Hands
Echoes of Honor Ashes of Victory War of Honor The
Shadow of Saganami At All Costs Storm from the
Shadows Mission of Honor A Rising Thunder Shadow of
Freedom Uncompromising Honor
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In English Explorers in the East (1738-1745). The
Travels of Thomas Shaw, Charles Perry and Richard
Pococke, Rachel Finnegan examines the influential
travel writings of three rival explorers, whose eastern
travel books were printed within a decade of each other.
Robyn Bennis’s THE GUNS ABOVE is an adventurous
military fantasy debut about a nation's first female airship
captain. They say it’s not the fall that kills you. For
Josette Dupre, the Corps’ first female airship captain, it
might just be a bullet in the back. On top of patrolling the
front lines, she must also contend with a crew who
doubts her expertise, a new airship that is an untested
deathtrap, and the foppish aristocrat Lord Bernat, a
gambler and shameless flirt with the military know-how of
a thimble. Bernat’s own secret assignment is to catalog
her every moment of weakness and indecision. So when
the enemy makes an unprecedented move that could
turn the tide of the war, can Josette deal with Bernat,
rally her crew, and survive long enough to prove herself?
“Full of sass and terrific characters. Great storytelling.
Loved it.” —Patricia Briggs At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Just as Midshipman Alexis Carew thinks she's found a
place in the Royal Navy, she's transferred aboard H.M.S.
Hermione. Her captain is a Tartar, free with the cat o'
nine tails and who thinks girls have no place aboard ship.
The other midshipmen in the berth are no better. The
only advice she's offered is to keep her head down and
mouth shut - things Alexis is rarely able to do.
The Stars Entwined
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Spacer
Alexis Carew #5
Alexis Carew #4
Round About the North Pole
Into the Dark (Alexis Carew, #1)
The Legend of the Pumpkin Thief

Newly commissioned lieutenant, Alexis Carew is
appointed into HMS Shrewsbury, a 74-gun ship of the
line in New London's space navy. She expects
Shrewsbury will be sent into action in the war against
Hanover, but instead she finds that she and her new
ship are pivotal in a Foreign Office plot to bring the
star systems of the French Republic into the war and
end the threat of Hanover forever.
(Faber Piano Adventures ). The appeal of popular
music spans generations and genres. In this collection
of 27 hits, enjoy folk tunes like "Ashokan Farewell"
and "Bridge Over Troubled Water," movie themes
from James Bond and Batman , Broadway numbers
from Evita and A Little Night Music , and charttoppers performed by Michael Jackson, Adele, Billy
Joel, and more. Adult Piano Adventures Popular Book
2 provides this variety, yet with accessible
arrangements for the progressing pianist. Students
may advance through the book alongside method
studies, or jump to all their favorites. Optional chord
symbols above the staff guide understanding and
personal expression.
By setting traditions and thinkers such as Zoroaster,
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Jeremiah, Isaiah, Gautama Buddha, Confucius,
Pythagoras, Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle side by side,
we are able to see more clearly the questions with
which they struggled, their similarities and differences,
and how their ideas have influenced religious thought
down to our day.
A delightfully different Regency romance from an
author with “considerably more wit and pizazz than
the legendary Georgette [Heyer] herself” (Kirkus
Reviews). At twenty-eight, Anne Guilfoyle is happily
established as a spinster and a bluestocking, delighting
her London friends with witticisms and intelligent
observations on the political goings-on of the day. But
when she is suddenly bereft of her fortune, she is
forced to take up residence at Fevermere, the Cheshire
farmhouse willed to her by her great uncle. Isolated
from London society and surrounded by farmland,
with only her friend Maria for companionship, Anne
finds her intelligence put to the test. She rapidly
overcomes the shock brought about by the move and
sets herself the task of learning everything she can
about farming. Evenings prove rather dull, however,
and Anne is obliged to invite some of her neighbors to
dine—the most notable guest being Mr. Henry Highet,
who Anne quickly decides is a thick-witted country
type, though admittedly rather handsome. But Anne’s
estimations of both country life and Henry are about
to undergo a dramatic change . . . “[A] lively Regency
romance . . . with wit and verve.” —Publishers Weekly
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“Characterized by a light, yet sophisticated touch.”
—Library Journal
Blackwood & Virtue
The Dragon Kings
Katie Kincaid One
Handy-Book of Literary Curiosities
Six
Fear the Sky
Winds of Marque
At fifteen, Alexis Carew has to face an age old problem she's a girl, and only a boy can inherit the family's vast
holdings. Her options are few. She must marry and watch
a stranger run the lands, or become a penniless tenant
and see the lands she so dearly loves sold off. Yet there
may be another option, one that involves becoming a
midshipman on a shorthanded Navy spaceship with no
other women.
It's the 24th century. Humanity is about to take its first
steps to the stars. Katie Kincaid, a young Belter girl,
intends to take part in that adventure.She wants to make a
difference.She has more than a few obstacles in her
way.It's going to be interesting.
As the townsfolk sleep, something creeps into the
neighborhood. Hidden in the shadows, its presence is as
old as time itself, its intent not born of goodness. Nick, a
teenager who fancies himself a detective, wakes to find his
carved masterpiece missing. Now a mystery is afoot and
Nick has his first assignment, to find out who or what is
snatching up the town's pumpkins and why. Unfortunately,
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as with all great detectives, obstacles stand in Nick's
way—the neighborhood bully and his cronies and the
strange old lady and her dog who share the run-down
house at the end of Nick's block. As Nick investigates, an
urban legend unravels . . . the legend of the Pumpkin
Thief. Nick fears the legend as he embarks on the most
dangerous adventure of his young life. Collecting clues,
getting ever closer to the true nature of evil, he learns that
curiosity comes with a high price.
This is the origin story of technology super heroes: the
creators and founders of ARM, the company that is
responsible for the processors found inside 95% of the
world's mobile devices today. This is also the evolution
story of how three companies - Apple, Samsung, and
Qualcomm - put ARM technology in the hands of billions
of people through smartphones, tablets, music players,
and more. It was anything but a straight line from idea to
success for ARM. The story starts with the triumph of BBC
Micro engineers Steve Furber and Sophie Wilson, who
make the audacious decision to design their own
microprocessor - and it works the first time. The question
becomes, how to sell it? Part I follows ARM as its
founders launch their own company, select a new leader,
a new strategy, and find themselves partnered with Apple,
TI, Nokia, and other companies just as digital technology
starts to unleash mobile devices. ARM grows rapidly,
even as other semiconductor firms struggle in the dot com
meltdown, and establishes itself as a standard for
embedded RISC processors. Apple aficionados will find
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the opening of Part II of interest the moment Steve Jobs
returns and changes the direction toward fulfilling
consumer dreams. Samsung devotees will see how that
firm evolved from its earliest days in consumer electronics
and semiconductors through a philosophical shift to
innovation. Qualcomm followers will learn much of their
history as it plays out from satellite communications to
development of a mobile phone standard and emergence
as a leading fabless semiconductor company. If ARM
could be summarized in one word, it would be
"collaboration." Throughout this story, from Foreword to
Epilogue, efforts to develop an ecosystem are highlighted.
Familiar names such as Google, Intel, Mediatek,
Microsoft, Motorola, TSMC, and others are interwoven
throughout. The evolution of ARM's first 25 years as a
company wraps up with a shift to its next strategy: the
Internet of Things, the ultimate connector for people and
devices. Research for this story is extensive, simplifying a
complex mobile industry timeline and uncovering critical
points where ARM and other companies made fateful and
sometimes surprising decisions. Rare photos, summary
diagrams and tables, and unique perspectives from
insiders add insight to this important telling of technology
history.
O My America!
Mobile Unleashed
The Little Ships
Contract of Defiance
The Woman Before Wallis
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The Burnt Remains
The Origin and Evolution of Arm Processors in Our
Devices

There’s no smell worse than charred human flesh. When
officer Penelope Phair arrives to investigate a burntbody
at a circus, she fears she might lose her lunch. Lucky for
her, there’s nothing but ash and bones left. The bad
news? No one has any clue how they got there or who
they belong to. Phair would’ve preferred an easier case
to crack. She’s feeling pressure from all sides: from her
new mentor, the brilliant homicide detective Alton Dean;
from her captain, who’s scheming to take Dean down;
and most importantly from herself, as she tries to prove
she’s worthy of Dean’s trust. But there’s no time for selfdoubt, as murder isn’t the only thing on the menu. As
Phair uncovers a tangled web of abuse, blackmail, and
identity theft, she’s left wondering how deep the rabbit
hole goes. Fire may have licked clean THE BURNT
REMAINS, but it’ll take more than that to cleanse the
hearts of those involved.
As he travels across the small New England island of
Bismuth, Orange Whippey lands in the middle of a
maritime adventure featuring Korean tourists who turn
out to be smugglers, competing whaling factions, and the
disappearance of a mysterious gift.
Winner of the 2010 Rocky Mountain Fiction Writers
Colorado Gold Contest for best action/thriller. Finalist in
the Kindle Book Review 2012 Best Indie Book Contest for
science fiction/fantasy. When all other options run out,
never let go of your gun. In a few hundred years, the
Algol system becomes humanity's new home. The
question is: Is it a better one? When a crew of arms
smugglers botches their latest job, Corps-deserter and
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crewmember, Aly Erikson, is separated from her brother,
the only person she can trust, and left behind to fight for
her life. In the aftermath, as she tries to piece together
what happened, a crew of roughneck settlers pressgang
her into a dangerous mission in the heart of Corps
territory. Time is running out to get back everything she's
lost: her crew, her brother, her options. But no one is
taking her gun.
Allies and enemies are not always what they seem.
Trapped on a hostile world, hunted by pirate bands and
abandoned by her fellow captains, Alexis Carew must
lead her small band to safety, even though it seems every
hand is set against her. Stalked by pirates in the skies
above and shadowy, alien figures on the planet below,
Alexis must convince former enemies to trust her even
as she discovers where the tendrils of her true enemies
lead.
Privateer
The Zone War Series
The Guns Above
A Novel of Windsors, Vanderbilts, and Royal Scandal
The Brain That Changes Itself
The Axial Age in Asia and the Near East
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States
of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no
entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of
the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading
experience, this work has been proofread and republished using
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a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements
with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your
support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Even with no war on, there are always battles to fight. A ceasefire in the war with Hanover leaves Lieutenant Alexis Carew on
half-pay, in-atmosphere, and with her ship laid up in ordinary
until called upon once more for the "needs of the Service." She
was, at least, lucky enough to be in her home star system when
here last ship, HMS Nightingale, paid off, unlike much of her
former crew. She's left to help manage her family lands, though
still with no certainty she'll be allowed to inherit them. It would
be a tranquil, peaceful life, if not for the influx of asteroid
miners seeking their fortunes, the uncertainties of her
inheritance, and the nagging certainty that her current life is
not what she really wants. She'd give anything to command a
ship again.
"Bennett R. Coles ranks among my go-to list in SF.
Entertaining and intelligent storytelling and terrific characters.
In Winds of Marque, Coles may well have invented a whole new
subgenre that has me scrambling for a description--Steam
Space? Whatever you call it, a blast to read. Here's hoping that
many more adventures are in the offing for Blackwood and
company." --Steven Erikson, New York Times bestselling
author The first novel in an exciting science fiction
series--Master and Commander in space--a swashbuckling
space adventure in which a crew of misfit individuals in the
king's navy are sent to dismantle a dangerous ring of pirate
raiders. In a dense star cluster, the solar winds blow fiercely.
The star sailing ship HMSS Daring is running at full sheet with
a letter of marque allowing them to capture enemy vessels
involved in illegal trading. Sailing under a false flag to protect
the ship and its mission, Daring's crew must gather intelligence
that will lead them to the pirates' base. Posing as traders,
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Daring's dashing second-in-command Liam Blackwood and
brilliant quartermaster Amelia Virtue infiltrate shady civilian
merchant networks, believing one will lead them to their
quarry. But their mission is threatened from within their own
ranks when Daring's enigmatic captain makes a series of
questionable choices, and rumblings of discontent start
bubbling up from below decks, putting the crew on edge and
destroying morale. On top of it all, Liam and Amelia must
grapple with their growing feelings for each other. Facing
danger from unexpected quarters that could steer the
expedition off course, Blackwood and Virtue must identify the
real enemy threat and discover the truth about their
commander--and their mission--before Daring falls prey to the
very pirates she's meant to be tracking.
In eleven years time, a million members of an alien race will
arrive at Earth. Years before they enter orbit, their approach
will be announced by the flare of a thousand flames in the sky,
their ships' huge engines burning hard to slow them from the
vast speeds needed to cross interstellar space. These foreboding
lights will shine in our night sky like new stars, getting ever
brighter until they outshine even the sun, casting ominous
shadows and banishing the night until they suddenly blink out.
Their technology is vastly superior to ours, and they know they
cannot possibly lose the coming conflict. But they, like us, have
found no answer to the destructive force of the atom, and they
have no intention of facing the onslaught of our primitive
nuclear arsenal, or the devastation it would wreak on the planet
they crave. So they have flung out an advanced party in front of
them, hidden within one of the countless asteroids randomly
roaming the void. They do not want us, they want our planet.
Their Agents are arriving. "Fear the Sky is a brutal and
powerful rendering of what would really happen if a race
capable of interstellar travel set its sights on taking our planet
from us. Book 1 in The Fear Saga sees very human protagonists
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pitted against an interesting and three-dimensional alien
culture. It is as enjoyable as it is frightening." Reviewer Chronicles Science Fiction Fantasy Community "Sometimes
even a superior foe is worth fighting. Fear the Sky is an
explosive story filled with awesome tech: from the best of
today's military machines to the worst of tomorrow's death
dealers." Reviewer - SyFy
Mutineer
Zone War
Free Man's Library
Spectras Arise Trilogy
The Age of the Sages
Swell
Adult Piano Adventures Popular Book 2 - Timeless Hits and
Popular Favorites

"SIX is so steamy it fogged my glasses." Fresh Fiction Harmony leads a secret life.
On the surface, she's a respectable,
straight-laced professional. But once a
year, she reunites with her old college
friends--the infamous Group of Six--for a
decadent sexual free-for-all. Here, there
are no limits. Nothing is forbidden as
they push every boundary to reach dizzying
new heights of pleasure. But this year,
Harmony has a serious boyfriend in her
life...and he has no idea about her
naughty annual retreats. Now Aiden is
about to enter an intoxicating new world
of explosive sensuality and mind-blowing
group sex. But can their relationship
withstand Harmony's wild side? And when an
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old friend reveals his true feelings for
Harmony, how far is Aiden willing to go to
win her heart?
Denholm Carew enjoys a life most would
envy. Scion of a wealthy family on New
London, he can have almost anything he
wants. But what he wants more than
anything is the freedom to make his own
way and build his own legacy to pass down
to his children. Together with his wife,
Lynelle, he sells everything to buy shares
in colonial company and settle the newly
discovered world of Dalthus IV.Planetfall
is a prequel to the Alexis Carew series,
which starts with Into the Dark. If you're
new to the series, I suggest starting with
Into the Dark, rather than Planetfall, as
this story was written more for someone
who's already a fan of the series and is
interested in more background on some of
the characters and customs.Also,
Planetfall is available free to
subscribers to my mailing list ... so
there's that. J.A. Sutherland
The Little ShipsAlexis Carew #3Darkspace
Press
(Faber Piano Adventures ). Adult Piano
Adventures Classics Book 1 celebrates
great masterworks of Western music,
including symphony themes, opera gems, and
classical favorites. The melodies of Bach,
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Beethoven, Brahms, and other master
composers are arranged at just the right
level for adult beginners and for those
who are returning to the keyboard. Section
1 features piano arrangements with minimal
hand position changes, and many selections
include an optional duet part. Section 2
introduces the I, IV, and V7 chords in the
key of C major, harmonizing themes such as
Sibelius's Finlandia, Schubert's The
Trout, and Mendelssohn's Spring Song.
Section 3 presents the primary chords in
the key of G major, with arrangements of
Vivaldi's Autumn (from The Four Seasons),
Mozart's theme from The Magic Flute,
Lizst's Liebestraum, and more.
The Book of the Cat
English Explorers in the East (1738-1745)
The Empress Capsule
Spacer, Smuggler, Pirate, Spy
Alexis Carew #6
A Signal Airship Novel
A Novel

"Round About the North Pole" by W. J.
Gordon. Published by Good Press. Good
Press publishes a wide range of titles
that encompasses every genre. From wellknown classics & literary fiction and
non-fiction to forgotten?or yet
undiscovered gems?of world literature,
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we issue the books that need to be
read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to
boost readability for all e-readers and
devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks
that are user-friendly and accessible
to everyone in a high-quality digital
format.
When Dana D'Artagnan left home for a
life of adventure, she never expected
to form a friendship with Paris
Satellite¿s most infamous swordfighting scoundrels: the Musketeers
known as Athos, Porthos and Aramis.
Rear Admiral Harry Fenton has done it
again. He's traveled through time. He
finds himself, with a serious head
injury from a fall, at Pearl Harbor
Base Hospital on May 16, 1942, three
weeks before the Battle of Midway. His
wife and aide, Lieutenant Meg Fenton,
is frantic, and waits for him-in 2018.
Admiral Harry is the commanding officer
of Carrier Strike Group 14 in 2018, but
the people in 1942 think he's a busted
up, hallucinating sailor who imagines
himself an admiral.Admiral Raymond
Spruance is commanding officer of
Carrier Task Force 16. After hearing
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about Harry's wild claims, Spruance
orders him brought to his flagship, the
USS Enterprise. After Harry tells him
about time travel, Spruance is
convinced the man is insane. But after
speaking to him at length, Spruance is
amazed at Harry's knowledge of naval
tactics and strategy. He calls Harry's
bluff and orders him to stay aboard the
Enterprise for her upcoming engagement
at the Battle of Midway.By the end of
the battle, Spruance thinks of Harry
Fenton as a friend, and even calls him
"admiral."Now Harry needs to figure out
how to travel back to 2018, to his
carrier command, but most importantly,
to the love of his life, Lieutenant
Meg.
With material written by David Weber
himself, this book is an official
concordance of data on the Manticoran
Navy. The pages cover topics ranging
from the founding of Manticore to
battle histories, from detailed class
histories to size comparison charts of
the ships, and from layouts of the
pinnaces to rank insignia.
By Right of Sword
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A Story of the Dark
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The Violent Sea
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Musketeer Space
Book 1 of the Zone War series.A few short years from now,
eco-terrorists unleash the worst attack the world has ever
seen. Over 25,000 autonomous combat drones are released in
Manhattan from the hold of a ship. Hundreds of thousands
are dead, and the entire island is evacuated and quarantined
in just a few days' time.Ten years later, Manhattan is still
empty of humans, with the exception of the salvage specialists
of the most watched reality show in history: Zone War.
Produced live and unedited, the show follows five teams of
armored vehicle specialists who brave the active drones to
recover lost riches and collect bounties on dead ones. Ram it,
slam it, grab the goods and bull your way back out. And don't
break down, because no one will be coming to your aid.
Armored entry is the way to go... Unless...Meet Ajaya "AJ"
Gurung, sniper's son, drone technician and Zone infiltrator.
Following his father's footsteps while forging ahead in ways
all his own, AJ has the potential to be the most successful
recovery specialist of all time. The drones are changing, the
rules have been thrown out and nothing about the Zone is
what it seems. Adapt or die.
“Brimming with scandal and an equal amount of heart…a
sweeping yet intimate look at the lives of some of history’s
most notorious figures from Vanderbilts to the Prince of
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Wales… A must-read.”—Chanel Cleeton, New York Times
bestselling author of When We Left Cuba and Next Year in
Havana “Bryn Turnbull takes a story we think we know and
turns it on its head, with captivating results… A beautifully
written, meticulously researched and altogether memorable
debut.”—Jennifer Robson, USA TODAY bestselling author
of The Gown For fans of The Paris Wife and The Crown,
this stunning novel tells the true story of the American
divorcée who captured Prince Edward’s heart before he
abdicated his throne for Wallis Simpson. In the summer of
1926, when Thelma Morgan marries Viscount Duke Furness
after a whirlwind romance, she’s immersed in a gilded world
of extraordinary wealth and privilege. For Thelma, the
daughter of an American diplomat, her new life as a member
of the British aristocracy is like a fairy tale—even more so
when her husband introduces her to Edward, Prince of
Wales. In a twist of fate, her marriage to Duke leads her to
fall headlong into a love affair with Edward. But happiness
is fleeting, and their love is threatened when Thelma’s sister,
Gloria Morgan Vanderbilt, becomes embroiled in a scandal
with far-reaching implications. As Thelma sails to New York
to support Gloria, she leaves Edward in the hands of her
trusted friend Wallis, never imagining the consequences that
will follow. Bryn Turnbull takes readers from the raucous
glamour of the Paris Ritz and the French Riviera to the quiet,
private corners of St. James’s Palace in this sweeping story of
love, loyalty and betrayal.
Uncompromising Honor
The Country Gentleman
HMS Nightingale
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